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**ABSTRACT**

According to the body-specificity hypothesis, people with different kinds of bodies should think differently. Since this hypothesis was proposed, a growing body of experimental evidences support it. However, the types of physical or empirical characteristics involved at present are relatively limited, and handedness is the main one, while other bodily traits are seldom studied. In addition, most of the current studies have only found the correlation between physical characteristics and cognition, while the causal relationship between them has not been extensively and deeply studied. This article reviews the major studies that have shown body-specificity effects on different bodily traits and make some recommendation for further research.
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1. **INTRODUCTION**

Do differences in physical characteristics lead to different cognitive patterns by leading to systematic differences in how people interact with the physical environment? Casasanto [1] thought the answer may be yes, and called this proposal the body-specificity hypothesis. This hypothesis provides us a tool to find out how knowledge might be dependent upon our interactions with the environment. Since the body-specificity hypothesis was proposed, more and more studies have tested it. This paper reviews these studies in terms of different physical characteristics and makes some recommendations for further research.

2. **BODY-SPECIFICITY EFFECTS ON DIFFERENT BODILY TRAITS**

2.1 **handedness**

Most of the current studies have examined the relationship between handedness and cognitive differences. Some studies have shown that right-handed people tend to associate “right” with positive thoughts and “left” with negative thoughts, while left-handed people show the opposite pattern, preferring to associate “left” with positive thoughts and “right” with negative thoughts [2–5], and even children as young as five show similar patterns [6]. This association between valence and left/right is potentially biased in political elections, in which people are more likely to vote for candidates whose names are closer to their dominant side [7]. The fluency of the movement is considered to be the key factor affecting the mapping. Perhaps people tend to associate positive thoughts with the dominant side of a space because they can interact with the environment more easily with their dominant hand, and people like objects that are easier to move [8]. Therefore, the fluency of movement is considered to be the key factor affecting the mapping, which has been confirmed by experiments. Some experiments have shown that this mapping is malleable and can be reversed in the short term by participants’ imagination or by interventions for motor fluency, suggesting that physical features and physical experiences can trigger or shape cognitive features [9, 10].

2.2 **footedness**

Similar to people with dominant hand, people will also perform tasks differently with their left or right dominant foot. So, are different foot preferences in our populations a factor for the way people think and associate? de la Vega et al. [11] tested this by recording precise reaction times of people when responding to positive and negative words and use their feet. In the experiments, all participants were right-handers and right-footers. The participants were asked to make a valence judgment to words and use their right foot for positive valence and left for negative for the first period and reversed for the second period. The result confirmed
the hypothesis by showing that right footers respond faster to positive valence words with their right foot, and negative with their left foot. Further analyzing the results, the experimenters found out that the association between valence and left, right foot is only significant in strong right footers, but not in weak right-footers. This experiment had verified the footedness effect of right footers, suggesting that the strength of right footedness tendency has a positive correlation towards valence judgment. However, two possibilities that this result does not explain are the influence of the overlapping right handedness on right footed people and the effect of left footedness on people’s valence judgement. The result of this experiment might not rule out a competitive explanation: the footedness of those participants would lead them to a non-foot related valence judgement. Even when the participants were asked to use foot pedals, controlled only by their foot motions, the valence judgement can be an effect of handedness instead of footedness. Partially, the further analysis of the result gives a credible clarification to reject this altered explanation. If the result is caused by the participants’ handedness, then the strength of right footedness would not be a variable influencing the result, but significant difference is observed that valence association is only present in strong right footers, but not in weak ones. Furthermore, as Elias et al. [12] showed, footedness is confirmed to be a better predictor than handedness of emotional lateralization, and for cases where its participants were crossed lateralized, the only result that is significant for footedness. Both of them suggested that footedness is qualified to be a variable independent from the overlapping of handedness and can be responsible for valence judgement, refuting the hypothesis that handedness is the actual factor of influence for the results.

2.3 overweight

While handedness and footedness, which are mainly in control of our motor actions, shape our perceptions, can bodily traits that are not motor related such as weight also play a role in influencing our representation and reaction of environmental stimuli? Some studies showed that there is supposedly a stronger connection between being overweight and biases towards food stimuli in overweight children’s populations [13, 14], but other studies failed to find a similar relationship [15]. Tárrega et al. [16] adopted a new lexical decision task in place of bias assessing test, which means the participants would have to identify whether the word they perceived is a word or not. They observed the pattern that overweight children reacting faster to food related words and this pattern is negative in children with healthy weight. Although this pattern is observed among overweight children, there are no previous studies addressing the same problem for adults using a similar method as this study. Those that had addressed it using other methods including all of the bias assessing test have failed to prove a positive correlation for adults. Therefore, even if it is plausible to conclude that weight as a bodily trait can influence children’s perception and reaction, the result cannot be generalized to the adult population before further in-depth researches attain a more thorough understanding on this topic.

2.4 blindness

Bottini et al. [17] tested the differences in the cognitive representation of sequences in working memory among people with normal vision, early blindness, and late blindness. First, all participants were blindfolded and asked to listen to a series of words (either fruit or vegetable) and memorize them in the correct order. New words were then mixed into the series, and all the words were played in a random order. The participants were asked to decide whether each word had been heard in the previous stage, and if they thought they had, they needed to classify the word as a fruit or vegetable by pressing a button on the left or right. The results showed that items at the beginning of the sequence were classified faster using the left button, and items at the end of the sequence were classified faster using the right button, both for sighted and late blind participants (blindness in adults or after age 3, with visual memory). In contrast, early blind participants (those who lose their sight at birth or before age 3, have no visual memory and have never used their vision functionally) did not show this pattern. This suggests that differences in visual ability affect people’s cognitive characteristics in dealing with ordered items, and early blindness can alter the spatial organization of verbal working memory.

Iversen et al. [18] compared the olfactory perception of people who were blind from birth with that of sighted people. The results showed that people who were blind from birth were more likely to identify fear and disgust based on the smell of a man’s sweat than those who were sighted. In addition, a number of studies have shown that blind people seem to be more sensitive to non-visual information than sighted people [19]. These can all be seen as evidence that differences in visual ability lead to cognitive differences.

2.5 specific experience

Based on the body-specificity hypothesis, the reason why specific physical characteristics can lead to specific cognitive characteristics is that they first lead to specific bodily experience and then leads to specific cognitive patterns through direct bodily experience. There are some empirical studies that examine the effects of specific bodily experience on cognition, although they do not directly examine bodily traits. We think that they can also be seen as evidences that support an important part of overall body-specificity hypothesis.
For example, only pianists have extensive and specific sensorimotor experiences with piano keyboards, and this specific physical experience may cause them to have different cognitive representation patterns of pitch than non-pianists. An experimental study tested this [20]. First, participants were shown sentences associated with high or low pitches on a computer screen, either describing high-pitched events (e.g. The monkeys screech shrilly), low-pitched events (e.g. The turbines are emitting a hollow drone), or nonsense sentences (e.g. The clarinet plays a low pot). Then, they were instructed to read the sentences, and judge, as quickly as possible, whether the sentence made sense, and enter the answer by pressing a button on the left or right (in some groups, right button meant “this sentence is sensible”; in others, it meant “this sentence is nonsense”). For example, if a participant read a sentence and judged that it was describing a high-pitched event, and the right button in this group meant sensible, he should press the right button rather than the left one. The results showed that pianists responded faster to sentences describing low-pitched auditory events when they used the left key than when they used the right key. In contrast, they responded faster to sentences describing high-pitched auditory events when they responded with the right button than when they responded with the left button. The non-musicians showed no difference in how fast they responded to similar situations. This result suggests that when understanding concepts related to pitch, pianists mentally associate pitch with left and right Spaces, whereas non-pianists do not, most likely due to the production of high-pitched sounds on the right side of the piano keyboard and low-pitched sounds on the left.

3. DISCUSSION

It is necessary to realize that, first of all, the physical characteristics examined so far are relatively limited, and handedness is the main one, while other bodily traits are seldom studied. Secondly, most of the current researches get correlation rather than causality. Except when handedness is taken as the experimental platform, a few researches confirm that the difference in handedness in some situations is the cause of cognitive specificity through true experiments [9]. Most other studies have only revealed correlations between differences in physical characteristics and differences in cognition, rather than causation. Therefore, the relevant validation needs to be further expanded and deepened.

Regarding further testbeds, we have conceived two dimensions. As shown in Table 1, the first dimension is about bodily traits, such as vision, hearing, height, weight, etc.; the second dimension involves cognitive characteristics, such as sense of time, sense of space, sensitivity of perception, sense of value, intensity of attention, etc. Different parts of these two dimensions can be combined arbitrarily to form a possible relationship between bodily traits and cognitive specificity, which will lead to further experimental verification. For example, here are some possible hypotheses: Blindness may cause changes in attention patterns; Blindness may lead to differing confidence in evidence (after hearing the same testimony); Height may affect a person’s self-confidence, so students’ awe of their teachers may be related to their height; People with different weights will have different judgments about how dangerous the same thing is.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bodily traits</th>
<th>Consequences for minds</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>vision: red–green color blindness, early/late blindness, normal vision</td>
<td>intensity of attention</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hearing: deafness, normal hearing</td>
<td>sensitivity of perception</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>height: tall, short</td>
<td>sense of orientation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>weight: fat, thin</td>
<td>sense of space</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>...</td>
<td>sense of time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>...</td>
<td>sense of value</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>...</td>
<td>degree of trust</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As for the way of research, the existing research methods can be used for reference, and at least two ways can be roughly carried out. The first is correlational studies, which investigate the correlation between physical specificity and cognitive specificity. The second approach is to explore causality, that is, through true experiments, to study whether specific physical characteristics are functional causes that regulate or trigger specific cognitive patterns. In the second path, the experimental paradigm that can be referred to is from Fuente et al. [9] in which the researchers changed the mobility of the left and right hands by putting clumsy gloves on the participants, and then tested whether this physical experience produced observable differences in cognitive outcomes. Similarly, in the study of other physical characteristics, we suggest that researchers can...
change the action ability of the corresponding physical characteristics through experimental conditions and carry out true experiments with control variables. For example, to test the effect of visual features on cognitive features, visually normal people could wear blindfolds to create a short-term experience of visual blindness, and then test their cognitive predispositions to certain activities. For another example, if the effect of body shape or height on cognitive features is verified, the body shape or height perceived by the subject can be changed by making the participants wear equipment to make their bodies appear larger, or by wearing virtual reality devices.

4. CONCLUSION

In summary, a growing body of experimental evidences support the main idea of the body-specificity hypothesis: that different physical characteristics lead to different cognitive patterns (at least in some cognitive activities, if more rigorously stated). However, the types of physical or empirical characteristics involved at present are relatively limited, and this hypothesis needs to be explored in a wider range in the future. In addition, most of the current researches only get the correlation between physical characteristics and cognition. In order to understand the impact of physical or empirical characteristics on cognition, more true experiments are needed to explore the causal relationship.

Although the body-specificity hypothesis was originally proposed based on embodied cognitive theory [1], we believe that this topic can transcend the debate between embodied and disembodied theories, because it seems that many of the results can be explained by both the embodied theories and the amodal alternatives. Perhaps the greatest value of this type of research lies in examining biases and limitations in human cognition, particularly the relationship between people’s propensity to evaluate and the specificity of their body or experience.
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